Deep dive session:
The journey of a report of child sexual abuse material (CSAM)
Journey of a report

01 PUBLIC
Report potential illegal content

02 HOTLINE
INHOPE hotlines exchange and classify reports

03 LAW ENFORCEMENT
Notify national law enforcement agency

04 INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDER
Notify for removal of illegal content

05 TAKEDOWN ILLEGAL CONTENT
Illegal content taken down from the internet
ICCAM: attributes
Journey of a report

01. Public
   Report potential illegal content

02. Hotline
   INHOPE hotlines exchange and classify reports

03. Law Enforcement
   Notify national law enforcement agency

04. Internet Service Provider
   Notify for removal of illegal content

05. Takedown
   Illegal content taken down from the internet
INHOPE – 2017 in numbers

Total number of ICCAM reports
87,930

Total number of images and videos identified
259,016
Hosting overview
In 2017, INHOPE member Hotlines traced online child sexual abuse material to over 70 countries.
Notice and takedown indicator

REPORTS WORLDWIDE
62% was removed from the Internet in less than three days.

REPORTS IN EUROPE
59% was removed from the Internet in less than three days.
CSAM characteristics

- Gender -
  - 90% Female
  - 7% Male
  - 3% Both

- Age -
  - 79% Pubescent (~14-17)
  - 18% Pre-pubescent (~3-13)
  - 3% Infant (~0-2)
“Report it.
Don’t ignore it.”